
Effect of metallicity on the gravitational-wave signal from the
cosmological population of compact binary coalescences

-The effect of metallicity on the GW stochastic background created by compact 
binaries is studied
- Stellar evolution of binaries is simulated for three cases: Z_sun, 0.1*Z_sun and 
the averages of those two
-The GW background is dominated by BH contribution for the frequency range of 
the terrestrial detectors
-Higher metallicity corresponds to lower amplitude in Ω_gw and the peak shifts to 
higher frequencies
-All of the models presented here can be detected by ET (and the optimistic 
models could be detected by LIGO/VIRGO)
-This paper focuses on isolated binaires



 Introduction: What has been done before?

It has been shown metallicity is important for the properties of compact binaries

-Formation rate of BH-BH and BH-NS increases with decreasing Z
-With lower Z the typical mass of BH’s increase
-Some studies have shown that in very early Universe (with very low Z)
binaries might have been formed

Investigation of AGB must take metallicity into account



  Simulating a population of compact binaries

For the simulation Startrack binary evolution code was used.

-The output: Masses of the binaries, time delay, eccentricity
-The simulation was run for two metallicities: 0.1Z_sun and Z_sun
-2 million massive binaries were used as an input
-Recent estimates for mass-loss rates
-Updated stellar and binary physics: special attention paid on CE phase



  Simulating a population of compact binaries

Lambda coefficent:
-An important parameter to describe the CE phase
-It measures how strongly the donor envelope is bound to the core



  Simulating a population of compact binaries

Lambda coefficient in this paper is based on the model presented by Xu and Li 
(2010)
Contrary to previous models it is not constant but depends on:

-The evolutionary stage of the donor
-M_ZAMS of the donor
- Radius of the donor
-Mass of the envelope



  Simulating a population of compact binaries

Common envelope phase initiated during Hertzsprung Gap:

-MS stars don’t have a clear core-envelope division
-Similarly HG stars lack a clear entropy jump in the core-envelope structure
Consequence: For these binaries the orbital energy is transferred to the whole star 
rather than to the envelope -> ejection of envelope is more difficult in this case
For HG stars two models are considered:
-A (optimistic) No suppression in merger rate
-B (pessimistic) Highest suppression possible

-Natal kick velocities are also taken into account



  Simulating a pop



  Cosmic coalescence rate

It is assumed that the binary coalescence rate tracks the SFR:
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Thank you!


